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The ANCHOR project (Automated NonContact Hydologic Observations in Rivers) was launched in 2016 to
develop, test, install, and evaluate remote sensors placed above waterways in the United States. ANCHOR consists
of three sub-projects: development of a bathymetry scanning LiDAR for automated retrieval of channel cross-
sections, installation of 14 commercial stream stage/ velocity radars for estimating discharge, and development
of an interferometric stream radar (ISRad) to resolve cross-stream surface velocity profiles and along-stream
slope. The PinPoint Bathymetry LiDAR is a small, self-contained system designed to be installed on a pole,
bridge, or cableway above a small stream. It points downward and scans in one dimension across the stream,
from bank-to-bank. Laboratory results will be presented to quantify the instrument precision and uncertainty
due to turbidity, ambient light, water depth, and bottom substrate. Comparisons will be shown between field
measurements of channel cross-sections and retrievals from the LiDAR.

Several stream radars have been installed above waterways including two fast-reacting urban streams, fast-
reacting natural streams, and an ephemeral stream in a natural semi-arid setting. Three of these streams are gauged
with conventional, in-situ discharge instruments. Results and comparisons with the conventional instruments
will be presented. The presentation will highlight the benefits of remote-sensing of stream properties as well as
elucidating the challenges in instrument siting, quantifying data uncertainty, and limitations.


